INOVA-BUDI UZOR 2017
42. International Invention Show
Osijek, Croatia, November 09-11,
2017

WIIPA FRIENDSHIP CROATIA TOUR
November 7-13

1. DAY, November 7, Tuesday ARRIVALS
…. International exhibitors arrival in Zagreb,
Pick up at the Zagreb Airport, New terminal,
Bus transfer to one of suggested hotels (DUBROVNIK, BEST WESTERN ASTORIA)
in the center of Zagreb
2. DAY, November 8, Wednesday ZAGREB SIGHTSEEINT
10,00 Guided Zagreb sightseeing bus tour, all internationas together with Croatian WIIPA members
…. Walking arround the Upper city (oldest part of Zagreb), lunch with autheutic food… free
evening for individual programs
3. DAY, November 9, Thursday, ZAGREB – OSIJEK, INOVA OPENING CEREMONY
Early bus departure to Osijek
10,00 arrival at INOVA-BUDI UZOR venue
Booth set up with organizers assistance
13,00 - 14,30 INOVA-BUDI UZOR opening ceremony with a special program
14,30-18,30 International Jury, International exhibitors judging
19,00 transfer to the hotel in Osijek (suggestion: hotel ZOO)
4. DAY, November 10, Friday SHOW PROGRAM, TRIP, DINNER
10,00 - 13,00 bus trip to Kopački rit, world famous nature park situated in eastern Croatia. It
comprises many backwaters and ponds along the Danube. Home to more than 290 bird species and
rich aquatic and grassland flora showcasing water lilies, irises, duckweeds and ryegrass, as well as oak
and poplar forests. It is one of the most important, largest and most attractive preserved
intact wetlands in Europe.
13,30-18,30 SHOW PROGRAM, judging
19,00 DINNER with authentic food and local music
22,00 transfer to the hotel
5. DAY, November 11, Sutarday SHOW PROGRAM, AWARD CEREMONY, OSIJEK-ZAGREB
10,00-12,00 Guided Osijek sightseeing
... Osijek is the fourth largest city in Croatia and most important economic and cultural centre of the
eastern Croatian region of Slavonia. Situated in the fertile plain of Slavonia, on the right bank of the
river Drava, 25 kilometres upstream of its confluence with the Danube. Its rich history has left an
abundance of cultural and artistic heritage. Old Town of the city of Osijek is called Tvrđa (Citadel). It
is the best-preserved and largest ensemble of Baroque buildings in Croatia and consists of

a Habsburg star fort whose construction started in 1712 and which had street lights by 1717 and was
the site of the first public water supply in Croatia, opened in 1751.
12,00-17,00 Show program
17,30-19,00 Award program
19,30 bus departure to Zagreb
23,00 arrival in hotel in Zagreb
6. DAY, November 12, Sunday ZAGREB-RIJEKA-OPATIJA, Croatian Adriatic Coast
9,00 bus departure to Rijeka
11,30 arrival in Rijeka, sightseeing
Rijeka is located on Kvarner Bay, an inlet of the Adriatic Sea. Croatia’s third-largest city, Rijeka is a
bustling blend of gritty 20th-century port and Italianate Habsburg grandeur. The most recognisable
image of Rijeka is surely Trsat. The Trsat Castle represents a strategically embossed lookout on a hill
138 meters above sea level dominating Rijeka. It was mentioned as a parochial centre for the first
time in 1288. The Trsat Castle is one of the oldest fortifications on the Croatian coast which preserves
the features of the early medieval town construction. The plateau of the Trsat Castle offers a
magnificent view of the area.
13,00 bus departure to Opatija, walking sightseeing nearby te sea arround the oldest and the most
famous Croatian turistic city
16,00 luch with authentic Criatian-mediteranean food
18,00 bus departure to Zagreb
21,00 arrival in the hotel in Zagreb
7. DAY, November 13, Monday
International departure

PRICES:
CONTACT ORGANIZER

PRICE:
Including:
1) INOVA-BUDI UZOR booth with all exhibition equipment, entry tickets, judging fees, Award
ceremony
2) all bus transfers acconding to the program
3) Zagreb sightseeing, Osijek sightseeing, Rijeka-Opatija sightseeing, Kopački rit entry tickets
4) Lanches in Zagreb and Opatija, dinner in Osijek
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